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The b-transform is used to convert entire functions into “primary b-functions” 
by replacing the powers and factorials in the Taylor series of the entire function 
with corresponding “generalized powers” (which arise from a polynomial 
function with combinatorial applications) and “generalized factorials.” The 
b-transform of the exponential function turns out to be a generalization of the 
Euler partition generating function, and partition generating functions play a 
key role in obtaining results for the b-transforms of the elementary entire 
transcendental functions. A variety of normal-looking results arise, including 
generalizations of Euler’s formula and De Moivre’s theorem. Applications to 
discrete probability and applied mathematics (i.e., damped harmonic motion) 
are indicated. Also, generalized derivatives are obtained by extending the 
concept of a b-transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the “b-transform” Tb is used to convert entire functions into 
“primary 6-functions” by replacing the powers and factorials in the Taylor 
series of the entire function about zero with corresponding “generalized powers” 
and “generalized factorials,” respectively. Under this transformation, linear 
functions are invariant and the exponential function is converted into a composite 
exponential function. More specifically, 
Th Exp(x) = Exp[xW)l, 
where E is a “cognate” function which is defined in a special domain of the 
b-plane. 
Our transformed exponential function can serve as a generalization of some 
partition generating functions. In his famous treatise, “Introductio in Analysin 
Injinitorum (1749” Euler introduced his partition generating function 
fiI (l/(1 - W) 
which serves as a generating function for p(n), the number of unrestricted 
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decompositions of 7t into sums of positive integers [e.g., p(5)=7 for the decompo- 
sitions of 5 are 5, 1 + 4, 2 + 3, 1 + 1 + 3, 1 + 2 + 2, 1 + 1 + 1 + 2, 
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 11, since 
More general forms of this and other partition generating functions have 
appeared in [I, p. 7381; [3, pp. 443,471]; [4, pp.47-49];[5, pp. 45,541; [6, p. 2251; 
[9, p. 781; [IO, 2771; 113, pp. 246,254J; [14, pp. 92, 931; and partition generating 
functions in these references can be expressed as primary b-functions. 
In Section 6 we use modified forms of the partition generating function 
to obtain basic formulas for the b-transform of exponential functions. 
In addition to its connection with partition generating functions, b-trans- 
forms have helped to convert two of the author’s old conjectures into theorems. 
These conjectures relate to the “P-polynomials” which are generated by the 
generalized powers. One of these conjectures is that the P-polynomials are 
discrete probability functions when the variable b lies in the interval [ -1, I], 
and the other is a factorization for some special P-polynomials. [See formula 
(2.14) and the discussion which follows it.] The former result can be used to 
establish a generalized binomial distribution corresponding to the generalized 
binomial formula (2.7). 
The b-transforms have also helped to uncover a new basic formula for general- 
ized powers [i.e., (6.28)], and some special primary b-functions can be used to 
describe an infinite class of damped vibration curves (as indicated at the end of 
Sect. 7). 
For readers who are familiar with “basic numbers” or “q-numbers,” we 
indicate how the notation in this paper differs from some of the more standard 
notations. 
(1) We use the symbol b in place of q; and hence, there is no confusion 
between the “q-analogs” and the “b-analogs.” 
(2) After replacing q with b, we replace the more standard symbols 
[kl!, ; , [I (4k with {k), N,“(b), PIT 
respectively. 
The name F. H. Jackson invariably comes to mind whenever “q-analog” 
is mentioned to anyone familiar with this subject, for he developed the concepts 
of q-difference equations, q-integration, and the q-analogs of a large variety of 
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results from the theory of functions. He published over 40 papers on this 
subject from 1897 until 1951, and the reader is invited to examine the various 
references given in [14; pp. 260, 2611. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, we let c, h, j, k represent nonnegative integers; b, X, y, CL repre- 
sent complex numbers; I represent an integer; rz represent a positive integer; 
and 00 = 1. All other powers have their principal values (as defined in [1 1; 
p. 4231). 
The generahzed power x:~, (read “x to the k to the base U’) is defined and 
developed in [12], but for the sake of completeness we include some of those 
results here. 
Before defining a generalizing power, we need some preliminaries. First, we 
let 
(O}, = 1 
and 
{k}b = l(1 + 6) (1 + 6 + b2) *.a (1 + 6 + *‘. + U-1) 
when k > 0. 
Since (k}, = k!, we can call {k}, a generaZ&edfaetorrizZ. 
Note. Henceforth, we let {k}b = (k} un ess the b needs to be emphasized. 1 
We now use the generalized factorial to obtain the generalized binmn&zl coef- 
jkie?lt 
when O<k<k, 
and note that Nhk(l) = (“,). It turns out that N,“(b) is a polynomial in b (if we 
assume continuity when b is a proper root of unity) and hence we can also call 
it an N-p02ynotiuZ. [It has also been called a “Gaussian polynomial” and 
“q-binomial coefficient” (when q replaces b) and its properties have motivated 
several papers including [3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 151.1 This N-polynomial has some 
well-established combinatorial interpretations. For example, if b is a prime then 
Nhk(b) is the number of subgroups of order bh in an elementary Abelian group 
of order bL; and if b is the power of a prime, then N,“(b) is the number 
of h-dimensional subspaces in a k-dimensional linear space over GF(b), the field 
with b elements. 
We can now give a recursive definition for generalized powers by letting 
o&, = 0” (2.1) 
409/60/3-14 
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and 
h=O 
(2.2) 
We note that O& = Ok, lyr, = lk 2yr, = 2k,... and, by induction, c$ = ck. 
Hence, it is legitimate to call .&, a ~eneraliztzd power. 
Since 
C-l k-l C-l 
4) = C [(j + 1% -it41 = C K”(b) C jtb) ,
j=0 h=O j-0 
we can show by means of induction that 
where 
R,‘C(b) = 0” 
and 
R,“(6) = 2 N,“(b) Rjh_;l(b) 
h=i 
(2.3) 
when j > 0. 
Hence, R,“(b) is a polynomial in b which is the sum of products of N-polynomials. 
Since the right-hand member of (2.3) is meaningful when c is complex, it is 
reasonable to let 
(2.4) 
We now list some properties of generalized powers which are established in 
WI. 
Xh) = xk, (2.5) 
lb, = 1, (2.6) 
(2.7) 
By virtue of (2.6) and an earlier observation on combinatorial interpretations of 
N,“(b), 2Fb, represents the number of subgroups in an elementary Abelian 
group of order bk as well as the number of subspaces in a linear space of dimen- 
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sion K over GF(B). We also note that (2.7) is a generalized binomial formula 
which reduces to the ordinary one when b = 1. 
The symbols Si” and sjk are used to represent Stirling numbers of the first 
and second kinds, respectively; so that 
and 
k! i@ = go 
-. SjkXj 
k 
X 
Xk = c gj! . . 
j=O 
0 I 
Since xF1, = xk, formula (2.4) shows that (j!)-l 
q(b) ZEz (j!)-1 R,“(b) 
is a generalized Stirling number of the second kind. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
R,“(l) = Sj”, and hence 
(2.11) 
In expanding the right-hand member of (2.4), we obtain 
xb, = f Pjk(b) xi,
j=O 
(2.12) 
where the P-polynomial 
P,“(b) = 5 Sj’sp’(b) when O<j<k. 
7=j 
Hence, a P-polynomial is a linear combination of generalized Stirling numbers 
of the second kind with ordinary Stirling numbers of the first kind as coefficients. 
The P-polynomials have a variety of interesting properties which appear in 
[12]. Two other properties are 
(2.13) 
when k > h + 1, and 
kP,“(b) = (1 - Qk-l (k - 1) when k > 1. (2.14) 
Recurrence (2.13) can be proved by taking the derivative of each member of 
(2.12) with respect to x and then comparing coefficients. Formula (2.14) is an 
old conjecture which is established in Section 6 with the aid of partition generat- 
ing functions. 
It turns out that P,“(b) > 0 when 0 < j < k and -1 < b < 1 [by (2.13) and 
(2.14)] and thus (2.6) can be used to show that P,“(b) is a discrete probability 
function when - 1 < b < 1. 
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3. WHAT Is A &FUNCTION? 
If f is an entire function with Taylor series 
f(x) = f a,(x”/k!) 
k=O 
and T,, transformsf(x) intof,(x) by converting the powers to generalized powers 
and the factorials to generalized factorials, so that 
k=O 
then T,, is called a b-transform, the series representingfb(x) is called a b-series, 
and fb is called the primary b-function corresponding to f. 
Since x:i, = xk and {A}, = K!, it follows that fi(x) = f (x). Thus a primary 
b-function is a generalized entire function. 
Whenever f and g are entire functions, 
T&f + g) = cJ’bf + T,g 
in the formal sense. Hence, TO is linear and the primary b-functions form a 
linear space over the complex field. 
In this paper we are especially interested in the primary b-functions corre- 
sponding to the key elementary transcendental (KET) functions: Exp, Cosh, 
Sinh, cos, and sin. Since we refer to this collection of primary b-functions on 
various occasions, it is convenient to have a simple name for it. Henceforth we 
call Exp, , Cosh, , Sinh, , cosp , and sin, the KET b-funhms. 
When we are concerned only with the formal series representation of a primary 
b-function (without regard to convergence), we refer to it as a formal b-fwwtion, 
and the corresponding series as a formal b-series. 
We now list some relationships for formal b-functions which are obtained by 
means of formal manipulation of series (i.e., we assume all conditions which are 
sufficient for interchanging the order of summation). In Sections 4 and 5 we 
prove these results and others, after we have more equipment at our disposal. 
EXP& + Y) = ExP&) ExP,(Y), 
Coshb(x + y) = Coshb(x) Gosh,(y) + Sinh,(x) Sinh,(y), 
2 Gosh,(x) = Exp,(x) + Exp,J-x), 
Cosh,(-x) = Gosh,-,(x) & Sinh,(-x) = -Sinh,-,(x), 
Exp,(ix) f cos,(x) + i sin,(x) when b # 1, 
Coshb(ix) + cos,(x) & Sinh,(ix) + i sinh,(x) when 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
b # 1. 
(3.6) 
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One may also want to discuss “nonprimary b-functions” such as 
Log, = Exp,’ and Tanh, = $. 
b 
Hence, we define a b-function as a function in which each independent variable 
is a fixed primary b-function. 
4. THE DOT-ALTERNATIVE b-FUNCTION 
From the six examples listed in the previous section, we can see that the 
b-transform provides normal-looking generalizations in some cases [as in (3.1), 
(3.211, partially normal-looking generalizations in some cases [as in (3.3), (3.4)], 
and they do not seem to provide any generalization in other cases. The following 
question leads us to a solution of this mystery. 
QUESTION. What is the b-function corresponding to Exp(olx) ? 
There are two reasonable answers. They are 
ANSWER 1. 
and 
FxPb(m) = f @#b,/@)) 
k=O 
ANSWER 2. 
Tb ExP(~) = f d(Xtbd@}). 
k=O 
Since (cx~):~, * &xFb, , one would expect these answers generally to yield 
different results, and they do. The second series is symbolized by Expb(cr . x), 
where the dot is used to indictae that 01 and x are being treated differently. 
Hence, we have 
(4.1) 
The slightly more general question which occurs when Exp(olx) is replaced by 
f@(x)], where f and C$ are entire functions, leads us to some definitions. 
If f and 4 are entire functions, then fb[+(x)] is the nmmahlternative b-function 
corresponding to f [#CC)], and 
is the dot-alternative b-function corresponding to f[c&c)]. 
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It turns out that the dot-alternative function can be used to smooth out the 
development of b-functions when 4 = aZ (where I represents the identity 
function). 
Note. Henceforth, we let UZ = a. 
We now list two theorems for the dot-alternative function (where we assumef 
is an entire function). 
THEOREM 4.1. If [b = 1 or a2 = a] or Lf is a linear polynomial], then 
f& .x) =f&4 
Proof. Since f,,(l . .x) = fb(x) = fb(lx) and fb(O . x) =f(O) = f*(O), the 
result holds when a2 = a. 
If b I= 1 or f is a linear polynomial, then fb = f and hence 
fb(a. .x) = f (4 = f&4 
and the proof is complete. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of formula (2.8). 
THEOREM 4.2 (dot-inverse property). fb(a . -r) = fb-I( -a . x) when b f: 0. 
It should be noted that Theorem 4.2 is a formal property which is valid 
when either member converges. Hence, the = sign should be interpreted to 
mean either that both members are identical or that both are meaningless. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the dot-inverse property. 
LEMMA 4.1. If a result originating j%m the primary b-function f&a . x) holds 
for b, a, and x, then the same result must holdfor b-l, -a, and -x, when b ;L 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, the replacement of b, a, x with b-l, -a, -x, 
respectively, yields an invariance when b # 0. 
We now list some dot-alternative identities for the formal KET b-functions, 
and establish these results in Section 5. 
Expda . (x -t y)] = Exp,(a .x) Expda . Y), (4.2) 
2 Cosh,(a . x) = Exp,(a . X) + Exp,( --a . x), (4.3) 
Cosh,(i . x) = cos,(x) & Sinh,(i * X) = i sin*(s), (4.4) 
Exp,(a . x) = Cosh,(a . x) + Sinh,(a * x), (4.5) 
[Cosh,(a * X) I- Sinhb(a . x)]” = Coshb(a * k) + Sinh,(a * hx), (4.6) 
Cosh,[a . (x + y)] = Coshb(a * X) Cosh,(a * y) + Sinhr,(a . X) Sinh&a * y). (4.7) 
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If we let CL = 1 in (4.3), we obtain 
2 Gosh,(x) = Exp,(x) + Exp,-1(--x) 
by the dot-inverse property, and thus obtain formula (3.3) of the previous 
section. 
If we let 01 = i in (4.9, we obtain the generalized Euler’s formula 
Exp,(i . X) = cos,(x) + i sin,(x). 
We note that (4.6) is a generalization of De Moivre’s theorem. 
Thus we see that the dot-alternative function yields ordinary-looking formulas 
and helps to explain some of the unusual looking results of Section 3. 
It turns out that the dot-alternative formula (4.2) is equivalent to both the 
generalized binomial formula (2.7) and the recursive definition of a generalized 
power (2.2). We now establish this result. 
THEOREM 4.3. [Formula (4.211 o [Formula (2.7)] o [Formula (2.211 in the 
formal sense. 
Proof. Let us first assume formula (4.2). Then since 
and 
EXp,(a - x) Exp,(a * y) = 
we obtain 
f ak (x + Y,til) 
k=O PI 
(1) 
by letting h = k - j and rearranging the terms in (2). Hence, we obtain formula 
(2.7) by equating the coefficients of ak in (3). Thus, Formula (4.2) yields the 
generalized binomial formula (2.7). 
Conversely, formula (2.7) can be used to establish (3) and hence the equality 
of (1) and (2). This shows that formula (2.7) yields formula (4.2). 
Since formula (2.7) reduces to formula (2.2) when x = 1, and formula (2.2) 
yields formula (2.7) (e.g., see [12]), the proof is complete. 
From Theorem 4.3 we can conclude that formula (4.2) contains all the basic 
ingredients of our generalized powers. 
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5. FORMAL IDENTITIES FOR KET b-FUNCTIONS 
The entire functions thrive on their series representations, for they all con- 
verge absolutely at each point of the complex plane and uniformly on every 
bounded subset of the complex plane, which makes it possible to manipulate the 
terms in the series freely, and thereby obtain all basic properties. Some of the 
more important properties (e.g., addition theorems) follow from both the 
series representation and the binomial formula. Since generalized powers have 
the generalized binomial formula (2.7), a KET b-function whose b-series meets 
the necessary convergence requirements will inherit those properties of the 
corresponding KET function which depend on the series representation and the 
binomial formula-but not on particular values of the function or the laws of 
exponents. For example, the formal KET b-functions of (X + y) have ordinary- 
looking formulas [e.g., cos,(x + y) = co+,(x) cos&y) - sin&) sinb(r)], but 
when the real part of x is negative, we find that 
and 
cosoz(x) + sino2(x) = 2-” 
Gosh,*(x) - Sinh,yx) = 0. 
In this section we deal exclusively with formal b-functions. When mani- 
pulating formal b-series we implicitly assume that all necessary convergence 
requirements are met. Then if these requirements are met, all properties of a 
formal b-function will be automatically inherited by the related b-function. 
5.1. Exp,(a! * jc) 
In the proof of the first theorem of this section we illustrate how a formal KET 
b-function inherits a property of its corresponding function, Since this proof 
depends on a well-known result of Cauchy, we now include that result as a 
lemma. 
f(x + Y) = fWfb9 z#- f(x) = Exp@) m f(x) = 0. 
Proof. Let f(x) = x:” *-,, a,(xk/K!) be an entire function. Then 
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where absolute convergence validates the reordering of the terms. After letting 
k - j = h, we obtain 
f@+rl=f f ah+ig$- 
i=O h=O 
Since 
xh yj 
ahaj x j!j- 
(where again the reordering is validated by absolute convergence) and f (x + y) zs 
f(x) f (y), it follows that ah+$ = ahai . Finite induction can now be used to 
establish ak = alk or ak = 0. If we now let 01 = a, , the series for Exp(olx) 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5.1. If f is an entire function and f (x + y) = f (x)f( y), then 
fbcx + Y> = fbtx) fb( id* 
Proof. Let f (x) be defined as in the proof of the lemma. Since 
fdx) = f ak(xW%) 
k=O 
i s a formal b-function, we have 
fb(x + y) = $ ak (x J;Rjy)$) = go i. ak & ‘6 
k=O 
where the reordering need not be justified since we are dealing with formal 
b-series. If we now let k - j = h as before, use the relation ah+j = aha (from 
the lemma), and reorder the terms, we obtain 
fbcx + Y) = i. ah 2 j=. % 3 =fb(x)fb(Y). “f 3 
The above theorem and lemma lead us directly to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Tblf(x + y)] = TJf (x) f (y)l = Td.f(x)l Ttd.f(~)l when 
f(x) = Exp(olx) or f(x) = 0. 
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COROLLARY 5.2.1. Tb is a homomorphism on the ring of polynomials in 
Exp(Wj) OVIP the field of complex numbers. 
The above theorem yields the following formal identities. 
Exp& . (3 + r>l = Exp,(a . x) Exp,(a * Y), 
Exp&a . Ax) = [Exp& . x)]~, 
Exp,(a * X) Exp,(a * -x) = 1, 
Exp,(ar . x) # 0, 
Exp& . -nx) = [Exp& * x)1-%, 
Exp,(ar . r) = [Exp,(a * I)]‘. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
At this point one might expect to have 
Exp,(a * x) = [Exp& . I)]“, 
where x is any complex number and, as usual, all powers have their principal 
values. This expectation becomes a reality (subject to certain restrictions on b) 
in Section 6. 
5.2. Cosh,(a * X) and Sinh,(a * X) 
Using the basic identities for Cosh(orx) and Sinh(arx), and the linearity, 
homomorphic, and dot-inverse properties of Tb , we can obtain the following 
corresponding formal identities for Cosh,(ol . x) and Sinh,(a ’ x). 
2 Cosh,(a! . x) = Exp,(a . X) + Exp,(--ar . x), (5.7) 
2 Sinh,(a * x) = Expb(a * x) - Expb(-a * x), (5.8) 
Cosh*(i - x) = co+,(x) & Sinh,(i * x) = i sin,(x), (5.9) 
Coshb( -a . X) = Cosh,(a . X) & Sinh,(-a * x) = -Sinhb(a * x), 
(5.10) 
Cosh,(a - -x) = Gosh,-,(a . x) & Sinh,(a . -x) = -Sinh,-,(a * x), 
(5.11) 
Exp,(a . X) = Cosh,(a * x) + Sinh,(a * x), (5.12) 
Expb(-a * x) = Cosh,(a * X) - Sinh,(a . x), (5.13) 
Coshb[a * (X + y)] = Cosh,(a * x) Cosh,(a * y) + Sinhr,(a . x) Sinh*(a * y), 
(5.14) 
Sinh,[a * (x + y)] = Sinhb(a 9 x) Cosh,(a * y) + Cosh,(a * x) Sinhr,(a * y), 
(5.15) 
Coshb(a . rx) + Sinh,(a * KC) = [Coshb(a * x) + Sinhb(a *.x)1’. (5.16) 
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6. PARTITION GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND THE ~-TRANSFORM 
In this section we establish an intimate connection between certain partition 
generating functions and b-functions. This connection provides us with condi- 
tions for convergence as well as some surprisingly simple formulas for the 
KET b-functions. 
The standard partition generating functions 
can be expressed as the absolutely convergent b-series of 
Ex~b(A.1) and Exp,(&.--1), 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
respectively, when 1 b 1 < 1 and 1 01 ( < 1 (e.g., see [2, p. 1671). We note that 
the formula 
Exp& . 1) Exp& . -1) = 1 (6.3) 
[which follows from (5.3) when both b-series are absolutely convergent] illus- 
trates how the second b-function of (6.2) can be obtained from the first, and 
vice versa. Using a modification of the first result, we can write 
fj.. 1 _,(;- b) b” =Expb(ol * ‘) = go &
when j b j < 1 and ) a( 1 - b) j < 1. If 0 < E < 1, the infinite product in (6.4) 
is both absolutely and uniformly convergent when j b j < I - E and 
1 a( 1 - b)( < 1 - E because 
,fo 4 - 4 b” 
is then both absolutely and uniformly convergent and a( 1 - b) bn # 1. Hence 
(by [8, p. 381 or [7, p. 133]), we can conclude that Exp,(a . 1) is a nonzero 
analytic function of both b and (Y when 
lb1 <l and I a(1 - b)( < 1. (*I 
If Log represents the principal logarithmic function (i.e., its imaginary part 
lies in the interval (- r, ~1) and b, 01 satisfy (*), then 
- go Log[l - a(1 - b) bn] = n’. El cu”(1 -kb)” bn” . (6.5) 
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Since 
and the latter series is convergent (by the ratio test) when b and 01 satisfy (*), 
the double series in (6.6) is absolutely convergent. Hence, the terms can be 
rearranged so that we can write 
and therefore (6.5) becomes 
(6.7) 
and both series are uniformly convergent when / b ( < 1 - E and j 01(1 - b)l Q 
1 - E (where 0 < E < 1). Hence (by [8, p. 381 or [7, p. 1331) both series in 
(6.8) represent an analytic function of both b and OL when b, cy satisfy (*). 
We now let 
(6.9) 
Then, when b and Q satisfy (*), [ll, p. 4341 and formulas (6.4) and (6.8) can be 
combined to yield 
and hence 
Exp,(or * 1) = cF(~*~) (6.10) 
E(b, a) = Log[Exp,(ol * l)] + J2ti 
for some integer J = J(b, LX). 
(6.11) 
If we now apply Lemma 4.1, we find that all of the above results which hold 
when 6 and 01 satisfy (*) also hold when 
(6) > 1 and 1 a(1 - b-l)1 < 1. (**) 
Note. We are primarily concerned with b and 01 that satisfy either (*) or 
(**), and we henceforth call these values of b and a: good. 
The above discussion yields the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. If b and 01 are good, then 
(I) Exp,(or . 1) and E(b, a) are analytic functions of both b and (Y, 
and 
(2) Exp,(or . 1) cannot be zero. 
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In Section 5 we found that 
[Exp,(ol * l)]” = Exp,(cy. * X) = f c+$~/(Iz}) 
k=O 
(6.12) 
when the series for both Exp,(ol . 1) and Exp,(ar . - 1) are absolutely convergent 
and x is any integer (for then the rearrangement of terms is justified). It is 
easy to show (by the ratio test and the dot-inverse property) that the series for 
both Exp,(ar . 1) and Exp,(cl . -1) converge absolutely when b and (Y are good. 
Our next objective is to show that (6.12) holds for all complex x when b and 01 
are good. 
Since E(b, a) is continuous when b and 01 are good (by Theorem 6.1), Formula 
(6.11) seems to indicate that Exp,( 01. 1) cannot be a negative number when b and 
a are good. It turns out that this result is needed for our establishment of (6.12) 
and the following “conjugate lemma” helps us to obtain it. 
LEMMA 6.1. If b and 01 are good, then 
Exp,(ol . 1) = Exp& * 1) (6.13) 
and 
E(b, a) = E(b, i?). (6.14) 
Proof. Let b and 01 be good. Then the series for both Exp,(cu. * 1) and E(b, a) 
are convergent. Since all of the constants in these series are real, replacing b, (y. 
by 6, G converts each i to --i, and the desired results now follow. 
LEMMA 6.2. If b and cy are good, then Exp,(or . 1) cannot be a negative number. 
Proof. Assume that Expe,(OL1 . 1) is negative and b, , (pi is good. Then (6.13) 
yields 
Exp+, . 1) = Exp&i * 1). 
Since E(b, LX) is an analytic logarithm of Exp,(cz . 1) [by Theorem 6.1 and (6.10)] 
and 6, Cu is good when b, o! is good, we have 
and thus (6.14) can be used to show that E(b, , CX~) is real. Hence, Exp,,r(~~i . 1) 
is positive [by (6.1011 and we have a contradiction. 
The above lemma provides the key for establishing the following. 
LEMMA 6.3. If b and 01 are good, then 
Log[Exp,(cu . 1)] = E(b, a). (6.15) 
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Proof. Let b and OL be good. Then E(b, a) and Log[Exp,(or * l)] are analytic 
(by Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2) and hence J(S, a) is also analytic. Since 
j(b, a) is an integer-valued continuous function and J(b, 0) = 0, the desired 
result follows from (6.11). 
Now that the preliminaries are over, we can establish the following major 
theorem of this paper. It is proved in two ways. The first proof is more direct; 
the second uses a partition generating function and provides some unexpected 
corollaries. 
THEOREM 6.2. If b and OL are good, then 
Exp,(a * X) = [Exp,(a . l)]“. (6.16) 
First proof. Choose b so that ( b 1 # 1, let x be fixed, and let 
G(a) = [Exp& * l)]“. (6.17) 
Since G(a) = exp(x Log[Exp,( (II * l)]), G(a) is analytic when a is good (by 
Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 6.1). Hence, G( 01 is analytic at OL = 0 and thus there ) 
exist A, = A,.(X) b) such that 
G(a) = i A@. 
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Since the series is a Taylor series in some neighborhood of (Y = 0, we have 
A, = G(“(O)/r!. (6.19) 
We have previously noted that (6.12) holds when x is an integer, and hence 
4 = xb/{r> (6.20) 
when x is an integer. We observe that the successive differentiation of (6.17) 
with respect to c1! must yield the same A, when x is any complex number. Hence, 
joint use of (6.17), (6.18) and the definition of Expb(a . x) yield the desired 
result. 
Second proof. Choose b so that 1 6 1 < 1 and let x be fixed. Now let 
1 or(1 - b)l < 1 and 
(6.21) 
where A, = A,(x, b) must exist as before because the infinite product in (6.21) 
is Exp,(cu. *1) [by (6.4)]. Since G(0) = 1, it follows that A,, = 1. We now proceed 
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to show that the A, given in (6.20) is the solution to (6.21). From (6.21) we have 
G(d) = [l - or(1 - b)l” G(m), (6.22) 
and this is equivalent to 
(6.23) 
where both series on the right are absolutely convergent when b and cz satisfy (*); 
for then the first series is an absolutely convergent binomial series and the second 
is an analytic function of Q. Hence, the product of these series is absolutely 
convergent and a rearrangement of terms is thereby justified. Letting h = r - k, 
formula (6.23) becomes 
f VW1 cc = fj [to (,. ” R) (-l)r-” (1 - b)T--B AX] CT 
7=0 
and hence we have 
A,(1 - by) = ;; (, ” h) (-l)r-k-1 (1 - b)7-k A, 
after equating coefficients of d and simplifying. Since (6.24) is a recurrence for 
A, , it can be used to obtain A, as a function of x, T, and b when r > 0. But (6.20) 
reveals that this function is a polynomial in x when x is an integer, and hence 
(6.24) becomes an identity when A,. has this value. Thus, (6.16) holds when 6 and 
01 satisfy (*). If we now apply Lemma 4.1, we find that (6.16) also holds when b 
and a satisfy (**), and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 6.2 has some interesting corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.1. If b and (Y are good, then 
Exp,(or . x) = eaE(b,o) (6.25) 
is an entire fun&m of x. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If b and d are good, then the derivative of Exp,(ol * x) at 
x=ois 
Exp,‘(ol . 0) = E(b, CY). (6.26) 
We now let 
[h] 3 (1 - b)k {h). (6.27) 
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Using this notation we obtain the following new identity for generalized powers 
by substituting (6.20) into (6.24) 
COROLLARY 6.3. 
&=y(-l)"X-l(n y#* 
k-0 
(6.28) 
The following old conjecture is obtained from (6.28) by lettingf(x) represent 
each member and then finding that 
f’(0) = P,n(b)/[n - l] = l/n. 
COROLLARY 6.4 (old conjecture). 
nP,“(b) = [n - 1 J = (1 - b)n-1 {?J - l}. 
Formula (6.29) yields 
COROLLARY 6.5. If 6 and LX are good, then 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
Formula (6.30) in turn plays a key role in the establishment of 
COROLLARY 6.6. If 6 and a! are good, then 
ij a”V’~“UMW = I?@> 4131j! (6.31) 
is an absolutely convergent series. 
Proof. It is easy to show (by the ratio test) that the E(b, a) series is absolutely 
convergent when b and (Y are good. Hence, (6.30) can be used to show that (6.31) 
holds when j = 1. In order to establish the result by induction, we assume that it 
holds for j. Then 
[E(b, a)]i+l = [E(b, a)]’ E(b, a) 
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and letting n = h - k, we obtain 
after rearranging terms and applying recurrence (2.13). The desired result now 
follows since the product of two absolutely convergent series is absolutely 
convergent. 
7. THE KET b-FUNcTIONs AND THEIR COGNATES 
In the last section we developed some properties of Exp,(ol . x) and its 
“cognate” E(b, a!). We found that 
and 
E(b, 0~) = Exp,‘(a? . 0) = Log[Exp,(ol . l)] 
Exp,(cu . X) = e=s(b.u) 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
when b and 01 are good. In this section we establish closed formulas for all of the 
KET b-functions and discuss the “cognate” functions arising from them. 
Since the formal KET b-functions have many normal-looking properties, we 
should expect these formulas to exist and to be normal-looking. 
Note. In this section we assume that b and OL are good (and hence b-l and 
--a are good). 
7.1. Exp,(ar . X) 
We now extend the results of the previous section. By virtue of (7.2), we have 
Exp,(ol . x) zz eeS(b.a) = C m L-W, 4lj xj 
GO j! ’ 
(7.3) 
where 
[E(b, a)]’ = Exp$(a . 0) , (7.4) 
since the series in (7.3) is a Taylor series. If we now let 
-J-W, b, 4 = VW, 4li, 
409/W3-15 
(7.5) 
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we find that 
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E(j, b-1, -a) = (-l)j E(j, b, a), (7.6) 
Expbel(-a * x) = &@-‘.-a) = Exp,(a . -3) = e-zE(b.a) 
py (7.2) and the dot-inverse property]. Another direct consequence of (7.2) is 
Expf’(ol * x) = EXp,(a * X) E(j, b, a). (7.7) 
7.2. Cosh,(a * 3) and Sinh,(a * x) 
We first note that all properties of the formal KET b-functions which are 
listed in Section 5 hold for the corresponding KET b-functions when b and a 
are good, since Exp,(a * X) exists for all x (and is in fact an entire function) when 
b and a are good. 
In this section we make free use of (7.2), the basic relationships 
and 
2 Cosh,(cY. *x) = EXpb(a . X) + EX&(-a . x) 
2 Sinh,(a * X) = Exp,(a * X) - Exp,(-a * x), 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
as well as the other identities of Sections 5 and 7.1. 
If we let 
and 
2C(b, a) E E(b, a) + E(b, -a) 
2S(b, a) E E(b, a) - E(b, -a), 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
we find that 
and 
Cosh,‘(a * X) = Cosh,(a * X) C(b, a) + Sinhb(a * X) S(b, a) (7.12) 
Sinh,‘(a . X) = Sinhb(a * x) C(b, a) + COShb(a * x) S(b, e), (7.13) 
and hence we have symmetric-type formulas for these derivatives. We also 
observe that 
C(b, a) = Cosh,‘(a * 0) & S(b, a) = Sinh,‘(a * 0), 
E(b, a) = C(b, a) + W, a), 
E(b, -a) = C(b, a) - S(b, a), 
C(b, 0) = S(b, 0) = 0, 
C(l, a) = 0 & S(l, a) = a, 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
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and, when 1011 <l, 
C(0, a) = - * Log(1 - lx”) & 
1 1ta 
qo, 4 = -y-j- Log l--a (7.19) 
If we now use (7.15) and (7.16) together with (7.2) we find 
and 
Cosh,(cL . x) = esC@sa) Cosh[xS(b, a)] 
Sinh,(cu . x) = ezC(b,u) Sinh[xS(b, a)], 
which in turn yield 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
Coshb2(or . x) - Sinh,s(m . x) = e2*c(b,a) (7.22) 
C(j, b-l, a) = (-l)j C(j, b, a) & S(j, b-l, a) = -(-1)j S(j, 6, a). 
and therefore Coshb2(a 1 x) # Sinh,a(cr . x) for all x. 
We now let 
and 
2q.i b, 4 FE qj, b, a> + qj, b, -4 
2S(j, b, a) = E( j, b, a) - E( j, b, --a) 
and observe that 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
C( j, b, a) -= CoshF)(ar ~0) & S( j, b, a) = Sinh$‘(ol * 0), 
W, b, 4 = W, b, 4 + S(j, 64, 
E( j, b, -a> = C( j, b, a> - S( j, b, a), 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
Since I?( j, b, a) = [E(b, a)]j, we have 
W, b, 4 + S( j, b, 4 = [CR 4 + SF, a)]j, 
and since 
Expf’(a * x) = Exp,(a . x) E( j, b, a), 
we have 
Cosh(,)(or . x) = Cosh,( 01 * x) C( j, b, a) + Sinhb(ol * x) S( j, b, a) 
and 
Sinhf’(or * x) = Sinhb(or * x) C( j, b, a) + Cosh,(cY. *x) S( j, b, a), 
which provide natural-looking generalizations for (7.12) and (7.13). 
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(7.28) 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
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7.3. cos,(x) and sin,(x) 
Since cos&) = Cosh,(i . x) and sin,(x) = --i Sinh,(i . x) when b and i are 
good, the above results can be used to obtain properties for cosb(x) and sin,(x) 
by letting 01 = i and b be good. If we introduce the “cognates” 
c(b) = C(b, i), (7.32) 
s(b) = -iS(b, i), (7.33) 
and 
e(ib) = E(b, i), (7.34) 
we find that c(b) and s(b) are real-valued functions when b is real, and that 
e(ib) = c(b) + is(b), (7.35) 
e(-ib) = c(b) - is(b), (7.36) 
cos,(x) = e=cb’ cos[xs(b)]. (7.37) 
and 
sin,(x) = erc(b) sin[xs(b)]. (7.38) 
We now assume that b is real. Since 01 = i and b is both good and real, it 
followsthatO<b<lorb>l. 
Since 
2c(b) = f (( - 1)” (1 - b)2”/n(l - b2”)), 
?Z=l 
(7.39) 
the alternating series criterion [I 1, p. 2511 can be used to establish that 
c(b) < 0 when O<b< 1. 
Hence, (7.37) and (7.38) now show that cosb(x) and sin,(x) provide an infinite 
class of damped vibration curves. We hope that some applied mathematician 
will reveal the nature of the damped vibrations which can be calculated by 
means of cos,(x) or sin,(x) when 0 < b < 1. 
8. A GENERALIZED DERIVATIVE 
The concept of a “primary b-function” can be generalized by allowing the uk 
coefficients in Section 3 to have more freedom. That is, instead of requiring ak 
to be the kth derivative of an entire function at zero, we could choose the uL 
so that the “generalized Taylor series” 
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converges to some function g(x; b) in some neighborhood of zero. Then, ab 
could be regarded as a generalized kth derivative of g at zero which can be 
symbolized as 
The following definition provides a basis for this extended study. 
DEFINITION. If t is fixed and there exist complex numbers D,“[g, t] such that 
g(x; b) = f wig, tl ((x - t%lv+J, 
k=O 
(8.1) 
where the convergence is absolutely uniform (i.e., the series of absolute values 
converges uniformly) for all x in some neighborhood of t, theng is b-andytic at t 
and D,“[g, t] is a bk-deriwatiwe of g at t. If g is b-analytic at each point of the com- 
plex plane, then g is a b-entire function. 
It is not difficult to establish the following results. 
(I) The set of all functions which are b-analytic at t form a linear space 
over the complex field. 
(2) If g is b-analytic at t, then g is also analytic at t. 
(3) If g is b-analytic at t, then the D,“[g, t] which are generated by g(x; 6) 
are unique, and therefore b-analytic functions provide us with a generalized 
calculus and permit us to call the series in (8.1) the b-Taylor seriesfor g(x; b) at t. 
(4) Dbk is a linear operator. 
c5) Dbk [ @ - Y>t, t/g if O<k<k 
and is zero otherwise. 
(6) The KET b-function fb( (Y . X) is a b-entire function when b = 1 or 
when 6 is real and b, 01 are good. With these restrictions, all formulas which 
follow the following conjecture are true. 
Conjecture. The KET b-function fb( 01 . X) is a b-entire function iff b = T 
or b and OL are good. 
If the above conjecture is a theorem, f is a KET function, and b, 01 are good, 
then 
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and therefore 
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D,“[Exp&x - x), t] = elk Exp,(or - t), 
D;‘[Cosh& - x), t] = 01’~ Cosh& * t), 
Dt”+l[Cosh,(or - x), t] = a2’+l Sinh,(ol * t), 
D$“[Sinh,(or * x), t] = LX~’ Sinh,(ar - t), 
Di”+‘[Sinh,(ol * x), t] = a21c+l Cosh,(ar * t). 
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